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a b s t r a c t

Given a virtual garment model on a reference human model, we propose an automated 3D garment
fitting system that fits the garment model to a target human model. The proposed method can transfer
garment models between human models without any user guidance even when the reference and target
human models have different poses. Our goal is not to resize or deform the original garment model
according to the target human model but to yield realistic fitting results of the given garment on the
target human models. Using pose-independent segmentation and cloth simulation, we achieve realistic
and automatic fitting results in reasonable running time. Our method can replace the time-consuming
manual fitting process that is necessary for many applications that use virtual garments, such as games,
animations, CAD tools and online clothing stores.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

As E-commerce market becomes bigger, the synergy between
E-commerce and virtual fashion is being magnified, resulting
in tons of online clothing stores. Moreover, advances in virtual
fashion technology lead to brand-new techniques for online
clothing stores including interactions between virtual garment
models and personal 3D human models. For customers of online
clothing stores, it is important to know whether a particular
clothing fits them well or not. Recently, thanks to the advance of
the 3D scanner technology such as Microsoft Kinect, it is quite easy
to obtain personal human avatars [1]. If on-line clothing stores
support the fitting of garment models to personal human avatars,
their reliability will be increased. For this application, it is
important that the fitting results are sufficiently realistic and the
size of the original garment model after the fitting process should
remain unchanged. In addition, it is desirable to have fitting results
for target human models with various poses because when people
go shopping for clothing off-line, they try putting on clothes and
make some poses to figure out how well it suits them. It is also
crucial to have a fully automatic fitting process without incon-
venient user intervention in reasonable running time to achieve
high customer satisfaction.

There are several previous works that customize a garment
model to fit a human model [2–8]. However, they focused on the
deformation and resizing of the garment model according to the

size of the target model while maintaining the style of the
garment because their main goals are the reuse of virtual garment
models. Moreover, many of these methods require the human
models to be in similar poses (T-pose, for example) [4–6]. In
addition, for most previous works, user input in addition to the
target model, such as user-given feature points, skeletal informa-
tion or correspondence information, are necessary [7,8]. Thus, they
are not suitable to be used for the on-line clothing store applica-
tion mentioned earlier.

In this paper, we propose an automatic virtual garment transfer
system for human models with various shapes and poses, focusing
on the realistic fitting result preserving the original garment size.
Given a reference human model with a fitted garment model,
we transfer the garment model to the target human model without
any user guidance. To do that, we use a pose-independent segmen-
tation and determine correspondences between the torsos of the
human models because even when people may have various poses,
it is relatively easy to find correspondences between the torsos.
Using this information, we move the torso section of the garment
first, and the remainder of the garment is attached one by one using
coordinate transformations. After abnormalities of the fitted gar-
ment model are resolved using smoothing and cloth simulation, our
system provides fitting results that are natural and realistic.

Our automatic 3D garment fitting system has the following
advantages: First, it can be applied for human models with various
shapes. Second, we do not require the predefined correspondences
between human models and structural guidance such as the
skeletal information. Third, it does not require any manual inter-
vention while building up the correspondence between models.
Fourth, it does not resize the garment model and yields a realistic
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fitting result of the given garment on the target human model in
reasonable running time, which is suitable for online clothing
store applications. Although our target application is the online
clothing store application, our automatic fitting system can replace
the time-consuming manual fitting process that is necessary for
many other applications that use virtual garments, such as games,
animations, CAD tools.

2. Related work

2.1. Garment customization techniques

There have been a number of literatures dealing with 3D virtual
garment design, especially in the CAD community. Cordier et al.
[2] presented a web application system for online clothing stores
that supports online fitting and resizing of garments. Wang et al.
[9] proposed a design automation solution for customized apparel
products. Durupinar and Gudukbay [10] presented a system to
automatically design 3D garments from 2D cloth panels through
cutting and seaming. Instead of designing 2D patterns, there also
have been several works which build 3D garments directly onto
the human model in recent years. Wang et al. [11] suggested an
interactive 3D garment design method using a set of feature points
and contour curves. Wang et al. [12] proposed a user-assisted 3D
garment customization method for mass personalization. There
also have been researchers [13,14] dealing with the flattening
issues of 3D garments into 2D patterns. However, these works
assume that the given reference human model should be in a rest-
pose in order to obtain the parametrization such as horizontal
cutting planes and feature points.

It is also an important issue in garment customization to reuse
the given 3D garment model onto various human models. Li et al.
[5] proposed a method using the skeleton of a garment model and
a human model that customizes the garment model to fit the
human model in an arbitrary pose. Using a user-input garment
skeleton and a given human skeleton, they transform the garment
skeleton to match the human skeleton and deform the garment
model with skeleton-driven volumetric deformation. To increase
the quality of the deformed garment model, they resolve penetra-
tion and perform additional user-driven postprocessing. Though
this method can transfer 3D garment onto models in arbitrary
poses, it is not fully automatic because it requires some manual
tasks while constructing garment skeletons.

To customize a garment model between two human models,
Wang et al. [4] proposed a method that uses rigid body transfor-
mation and elastic warping. First, they match two human models
by adjusting the rigid body transformation with a human model.
Then, an elastic warping function defined by user-input anchor
points and a surface-fitting process are used to determine the
correspondence between the human models. With this informa-
tion, they create a mapping that transforms the garment model to
fit the target human model by using compactly supported radial
basis functions or polygon-driven free-form deformations. Li et al.
[6] also proposed a method that transfers garment models using
the model's cross section and a volumetric deformation. They used
a cross section with an automatically extracted skeleton using the
method proposed by [15] to establish a spatial mapping between
two human models and performed volumetric deformation using
the spatial mapping and the garment model to fit the garment to
the target human model. Though it can nicely transfer the given
clothes onto various kinds of human models, it requires a model in
a rest-pose and in a specific orientation when extracting a skeleton
from the model.

Recently, Brouet et al. [7] proposed a garment transfer method
onto target models while preserving the specific patterns on the

clothes. Though it nicely works for various types of human models,
they assume a similar pose between the source and the target
models, and the cross-parametrization between them should be
predefined. Guan et al. [16] designed a system to automatically
dress 3D human models with any shape and pose, but it is a
learning-based method which requires a large training dataset.
Meng et al. [8] suggested a method to control the shape of cloth
during the automatic resizing. Though their method can efficiently
specify the features to be preserved, it requires a perfect one-to-
one correspondence between two human models.

In contrast to the above, our goal is not to resize or deform the
garment according to the target model but instead to transfer a
garment model on a reference model to the target model without
resizing. Our method can transfer garments between human
models in various poses without any user guidance. Moreover,
the transferred garment model yields more realistic results than
other methods because we apply cloth simulation to improve the
quality and resolve abnormal shapes.

2.2. Mapping between 3D models

To automatically transfer garments between two human models
in various poses, we need to determine the correspondence
between them. Methods to determine the correspondence between
3D models have been widely studied in computer graphics. Defin-
ing the parametrization space [17–19] is one of the well-known
strategies to determine the correspondences between 3D models
with general shapes. Using the parametrization, the source and
target models are transformed into a specific domain that is simpler
than R3, and then, the correspondences between them in that space
are found. Though this method is general enough to be applied to
any type of 3D model, the method is more computationally
expensive than the methods designed specifically for human
models.

Methods of mapping between human models have also been
studied in computer graphics. Allen et al. [20] proposed a method
to determine correspondences between human models with the
same pose. They determined the affine transformation that mini-
mizes the error metric they defined. Li et al. [21] used multi-
dimensional scaling (MDS) to perform correspondence matching
that is invariant to bending. However, significant time is required
to calculate the MDS maps of samples, and the method is not
feasible when the model is extremely bent. Thus, we adopt the
idea of Allen et al. to determine correspondences between torsos
of human models.

2.3. Segmentation

Our system uses segmentation of human models in order to
determine correspondences between them. There are many meth-
ods that segment models into several pieces, but most of them
require a fixed pose of input models [22]. Wang et al. [3,23]
parameterized human models using semantic feature points, such
as the armpits, bellybutton, and knees. Using these feature points,
they construct wire-frame structures and key contours. Leong et al.
[24] used Sobel and Laplace masks to determine critical points of
contours from human models. However, all of these works require
a human model with a T-pose. Katz et al. [25] proposed a pose-
invariant segmentation algorithm that uses MDS space. They
transform a 3D mesh model to MDS space and segment the
transformed model using stress functions and feature points.
Shapira et al. [26] used a shape diameter function (SDF) to perform
consistent mesh partitioning and skeletonization that is invariant
to pose. However, both MDS and SDF have a slow performance
compared to the methods that use Morse theory [27,28], which
define a Morse function on a mesh and calculate iso-contours of
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the function to determine the topological structure of the model.
We adopt this method to segment human models because it is
easy to use and more efficient than MDS or SDF.

2.4. Penetration handling of garments

For realistic fitting results, we must treat the penetration of
garment models with human models. Baraff et al. [29] proposed a
history-free cloth collision response algorithm to resolve tangles
or self-intersection. They suggested global intersection analysis
of cloth to resolve tangles during simulation, and also resolved
tangled initial conditions. Volino and Magnenat-Thalmann [30]
suggested a method to resolve penetrations of cloth using an
intersection contour minimization process. We apply these meth-
ods to solve the penetration problem.

3. Algorithm overview

Given a reference human model HR wearing a garment model
CR, our objective is to automatically transform CR to CT , which is
fitted to the target human model HT .

Because we do not assume that HR and HT have similar poses, it
is challenging to determine the full correspondence between HR

and HT . However, though HR and HT may have different poses, it is
relatively easy to determine the correspondence between the
torso parts of them because the torso is usually not very flexible.
Thus, we determine the correspondence between the torso of HR

and that of HT . With this information, the torso section of the
garment model is fitted onto HT first, and the other sections of the
garment model are attached piecewise.

Our algorithm is composed of the following three phases, as
illustrated in Fig. 1: model segmentation, garment fitting,
and abnormality resolution. First, we divide HR and HT into six
segments – the head, the torso, two arms and two legs – and also
segment CR using its spatial relationship with HR (Section 4).
Second, we determine a mapping between each pair of parts of HR

and HT , and then, we transform CR to C ~R , which is worn on HT

using the correspondence information (Section 5). CT is finally
obtained after removing abnormalities by applying cloth simula-
tion with penetration handling techniques on C ~R (Section 6).

Throughout the paper, we use bold capital letters to denote 3D
models (H) and bold small letters to denote vectors and primitives
(v, p). Superscripts (i) indicate the indices of primitives or
segments, and subscripts (R) indicate the model of primitives that
it belongs to. For example, vR belongs to the reference human
model, vT belongs to the target human model, and vC belongs to
the garment model.

4. Model segmentation

Yu et al. [28] proposed a pose-invariant segmentation method
using Morse theory and Reeb graphs. After determining the top of

the head thead of the human model H, they define the Morse
function mðxÞ as the geodesic distance between the terminal point
thead and a point x. The Reeb graph with mðxÞ encodes the
topological changes of the level-set curves of mðxÞ on the mani-
fold. Then, the level-set curves of mðxÞ on H, I0; I1;…; I k, can be
computed by determining isolines in H. Using the Reeb graph with
Morse function mðxÞ, they determine key iso-contours between
segments, such as Iarmpit and Ipelvis, which are used to divide H
into five segments: a head with torso ðH0Þ, two arms (H1 and H2)
and two leg models (H3 and H4).

We adopt the idea of Yu et al. [28] to divide HR into five
segments Hi

R;0r ir4. However, because we do not require the
head part of human models, we need to determine an additional
iso-contour Ineck. Let s¼ arg minijI ij41 where jI ij is the number
of connected components of I i. It implies that none of the iso-
contours I i for 0r irs�1 intersect the arm segments because
there is no topological change on the Reeb graph. Then, we define
Ineck as follows:

Ineck ¼ fI ijpðI iÞ is the local minimum; 0r irs�1g
where pðI iÞ denotes the perimeter of I i. Finally, we cut off the
upper part of Ineck to obtain the pure torso part H0

R. As a result, we
can classify every vertex vRAHi

R by which part it is contained
(0r ir4Þ. If all three vertices in a face fR are contained in the
same segment Hi

R, fR is also classified as an element of Hi
R. Note

that there are some boundary triangles between segments (the
gray triangle in Fig. 2(a)) due to different segment allocations of
vertices in a triangle.

After segmenting the human model HR, we also segment the
garment model CR into Ci

R (0r ir4). To do this, for a vertex vC
on CR, we calculate the closest triangle fRAHR, and assign the
segment label of fR to vC (If fRAHi

R, vCACi
R.). However, there may

be some erroneous cases due to the arbitrary posture of the model
or the folding on the cloth. To avoid such degeneracies, we assign
the segment label only to the valid vertex vC by checking the
condition nðvCÞ � nðfRÞ40. After that, the labels of the remaining
vertices are determined by flooding those of the valid vertices.
Note that the corresponding triangle fR for such a vertex becomes
the closest triangle on HR on the valid side (that is, the inside of
the cloth). Finally, segment labels are assigned to every triangle
fCACR as we have done for assigning segments for fR (Fig. 2(b)).

5. Garment fitting

In order to transform CR to fit onto HT , we should find
correspondence between HR and HT first. As we briefly mentioned
in Section 3, even though HR and HT have completely different
poses, their torso parts H0

R and H0
T would be similar compared to

the other parts because the torso is not very flexible in general.
Thus, the cloth segment C0

R corresponding to H0
R would not be

changed much when it is fitted onto H0
T . Based on this observation,

we first set up the correspondence between H0
R and H0

T for C0
R to fit

onto H0
T , and attach the remaining parts afterwards.

Fig. 1. The overview of our method, which consists of model segmentation, garment fitting, and abnormality resolution.
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Because H0
R and H0

T have different mesh topology, we should
define an appropriate mapping between two points on H0

R and H0
T .

Using this, H0
R is transformed to H0

~R , which is well aligned with the
H0

T . (We use the notation ~R to denote the transformed reference
model to make it aligned with the target model.) Then, the torso
part of the garment model C0

R is transformed to C0
~R based on the

correspondence between H0
~R and H0

T . Finally, the other parts of the
garment model Ci

~R ;1r ir4 are attached to C0
~R ; this process results

in the transformed garment model C ~R , which is fitted onto HT .

5.1. Determining candidate correspondence point pairs

A torso is defined by the region bounded by two key iso-
contours, Ineck and Ipelvis�1. It implies that points on Ineck

R and
Ipelvis�1
R should be mapped to those on Ineck

T and Ipelvis�1
T respec-

tively as the start and end lines of each torso. For the interior part
of the torso, we uniformly sample n iso-contours between Ineck

and Ipelvis�1 of H0
R and H0

T as follows:

H0
R ¼ fIneck

R ¼ I0;0
R ;I0;1

R ; I0;2
R ;…; I0;n�1

R ;I0;n
R ¼ Ipelvis�1

R g
H0

T ¼ fIneck
T ¼ I0;0

T ; I0;1
T ; I0;2

T ;…; I0;n�1
T ; I0;n

T ¼ Ipelvis�1
T g

Note that I0;j
R and I0;j

T with the same index j are the corresponding
slices because each torso is normalized by its two key iso-contours.

To define the point-wise correspondence, we need an addi-
tional landmark conveying the feature of the iso-contour. Fortu-
nately, an iso-contour on a torso has ellipse-like shape in general
due to the cylindrical shape of the torso. Thus, using principal
component analysis on each I0;j, we can determine two endpoints
plj and prj along the longest principal axis, which corresponds to
the left and right sides of the torso. Then, we place m points pj;k

uniformly on both front and back sides of each I0;j (Fig. 3(a)).

Again we can say that (pj;k
R , pj;k

T ) with the same indices j and k is a
corresponding point pair. (We use the notations plj and pj;k instead
of pl0;j and p0;j;k because it is clear that every candidate point is
contained in the torso part.)

Because candidate correspondence points on iso-contours I are
placed on the edges of H0

R in general, the points do not belong to
the vertex set of each torso of human models. In order to include
candidate corresponding sets in the vertex set of H0

R, we triangu-
late the union of H0

R and I , as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). We also apply
the same process to H0

T .

5.2. Aligning two torsos

Using the corresponding point pairs obtained above, we now
wish to find a mappingM : H0

R↦H0
~R . It is equivalent to determining

a set of translation vectors tðvÞ for each vRAH0
R, which matches

vT AHT well. We formulate this as a constrained optimization
problem under an error metric E which evaluates the quality of
translation results.

The first criterion for a good match is that the candidate
corresponding point pairs should be as close as possible. To satisfy
this condition, we define the candidate error term EC as the sum
of the squared distances between candidate corresponding point
pairs:

EC ¼ ∑
jrn;kr2mþ2

jðpj;k
R þ tðpj;k

R ÞÞ�pj;k
T j2

nð2mþ 2Þ :

The second criterion is that the transformed H0
~R should be smooth.

In particular, we wish that the translation vectors that are applied
within a local region are as similar as possible. For every two points
that are adjacent in H0

R, we calculate the sum of the difference of

Fig. 3. We uniformly sample n iso-contours between Ineck and Ipelvis�1 of both H0
R and H0

T (here, n¼4.). For each normalized iso-contour, we again sample m points uniformly
on both front and back sides of the contour to divide it into 2m+2 segments of equal length (here,m¼4.). (a) pj;k

R and pj;k
T become candidate correspondent point pairs. (b) We

perform triangulation with the torso model and the normalized iso-contours to add candidate correspondent point pairs to the vertex set of the torso.

Fig. 2. (a) A human model is segmented into five parts, the torso, arms and legs, using key contours, Ineck , Iarmpit and Ipelvis . (b) CR is also segmented using the spatial
relationship between CR and HR .
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translation vectors to define the smoothness error term ES:

ES¼ ∑
ðvR ;wRÞAGR

jtðvRÞ�tðwRÞj2
jGRj

; ð1Þ

where GR is the edge set of H0
R.

Our complete error term E is the weighted sum of these two
error functions:

E¼ ω1EC þ ω2ES; ð2Þ
where ω1 and ω2 are pre-defined values. Minimizing E results in a
transformation from H0

R to H0
~R , which is roughly aligned with H0

T
(Fig. 4(a)).

Using corresponding pairs ðv ~R ; vT Þ, we compare the position and
normal to measure the relationship between two points. If the
distance between two points and the angle between the two normal
vectors of these points are less than a fixed threshold, then we update

H0
~R bymoving v ~R to vT . We also perform smoothing using the updated

H0
~R by minimizing ES with respect to H0

~R (Fig. 4(b)). The pseudo-code
of the torso aligning process is listed in Algorithm TorsoAlignment.

Algorithm 1. TorsoAlignment

1: Transform H0
R to H0

~R by minimizing E
2: τ ( τinit ; s ( sinit
3: repeat
4: for all v ~R AH0

~R do
5: Find vT on H0

T which is closest point towards the
direction of nðv ~R Þ

6: if jv ~R�vT joτ and nðv ~R Þ � nðvT Þ4s then
7: Update H0

~R by moving v ~R to vT
8: end if
9: end for
10: if None of vertex in H0

~R is moved then
11: τ ( τ þ τthres;s ( s�sthres
12: else
13: Smooth H0

~R by minimizing ES
14: end if
15: until τ4τmax and sosmin

5.3. Transforming the torso section of the garment model

We now transform the torso section of the garment model C0
R

to fit the torso section of the target human model H0
T using the

mapping M obtained above. For a vertex vCAC0
R, we have already

calculated the closest triangle fRAH0
R in Section 4 to perform

segmentation of CR. Using this spatial relationship, we redefine
the position of vCAC0

R in terms of the barycentric coordinate on
fRAH0

R as

vC ¼ pR þ d � nRðfRÞ
¼ αw0 þ βw1 þ γw2 þ d � nRðfRÞ; ð3Þ

where pR is the projection of vC on the plane defined by
fR ¼ △w0w1w2, and d is the distance between vC and fR along
nðfRÞ. With Eq. (3) and mapping M, we can define a new mapping
MC : C0

R↦C0
~R as follows:

MC : vC↦MðpRÞ þ d � nRðfRÞ
¼ αMðw0Þ þ βMðw1Þ þ γMðw2Þ þ d � nRðfRÞ:

Because the mapping MC transforms C0
R to its appropriate

position related with H0
~R , C

0
~R is well fitted to H0

~R . This implies that
C0

~R is also well fitted to H0
T because H0

~R and H0
T match well, as

illustrated in Fig. 4.

5.4. Transforming other sections of the garment model

After fitting C0
R to H0

T by transforming C0
R to C0

~R , we attach other
sections Ci

R ð1r ir4Þ of cloth to it. To transform Ci
R, the corre-

spondence between Hi
R and Hi

T should be defined. To make
the problem simpler, we again divide Hi

R and Hi
T into segments

with cylindrical shapes Hi;j
R , and determine the correspondences

between Hi;j
R and Hi;j

T . Note that we would sometimes omit the
subscripts R and T unless it is needed to specify because we apply
exactly the same idea to both HR and HT .

To divide Hi, we uniformly sample l iso-contours between
two key iso-contours I key1 and I key2 , the iso-contours which have
minimum and maximum Morse function values on Hi respectively,
as follows:

Hi
R ¼ fI key1

R ¼ I i;0
R ; I i;1

R ; I i;2
R ;…; I i;l�1

R ;I i;l
R ¼ Ikey2

R g
Hi

T ¼ fIkey1
T ¼ I i;0

T ; I i;1
T ; I i;2

T ;…; I i;l�1
T ; I i;l

T ¼ Ikey2
T g: ð4Þ

For example, key1 ¼ pelvis and key2 ¼ toewhenwe consider the leg
parts (i¼3,4).

Hi is then divided into l cylindrical shapes Hi;j which are well
fitted to the cylindrical coordinate. Thus, we regard each segment
Hi;j as a cylinder with axis ci;jci;jþ1 . The cylindrical coordinates
ðρ;ϕ; zÞ are defined as the radial distance ρ from the axis, the
azimuthal angle ϕ from the reference direction and the height z
from the top. Because ρ is pre-defined as the radius r and z can be
calculated using the axis ci;jci;jþ1 , we only need to determine ϕ
with respect to a reference direction, that is, the front-vector fri;j.

Fig. 4. (a) Minimizing Eq. (2) results in an initial alignment between H0
R and H0

T . (b) We transform the vertex of H0
R to the closest point in H0

T , and perform smoothing for
better quality of transformed H0

~R . (c) Information about the correspondence between torsos and the spatial relationship between H0
R and C0

R is used to transform C0
R to C0

~R ,
which is fitted to H0

T .
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We can define a local coordinate, the torso coordinate, using

two bases up0 and fr0, which are the up-vector and the front-

vector of the torso, respectively. fr0 is assumed to be known, and
up0 is the projection of the vector from the center of Ipelvis�1 to

that of Ineck onto the plane orthogonal to fr0. For each Hi;j with its

up-vector upi;j ¼ ci;jþ1ci;j
����!

, we find a rotation R which rotates the
torso coordinate to align up0 and upi;j. Clearly, such a rotation is
not uniquely defined. However, we observe that the twist of arms
and legs does not govern the shape of the cloth model as much
as the direction of the torso. Thus, we select up0 � upi;j as the

rotation axis of R which minimizes the twist with respect to fr0.

Then, the reference direction fri;j of Hi;j becomes Rðfr0Þ (Fig. 5).
Using fri;jR and fri;jT , we can determine the correspondence

between Hi;j
R and Hi;j

T by transforming the vertices of Hi;j to the
cylindrical coordinate ðρ;ϕ; zÞ. After updating all other parts of CR,
we perform linear interpolation for boundary vertices, resulting in
C ~R , which is fitted to HT .

6. Abnormality resolution

The garment fitting process produces a transformed cloth
model C ~R that is fitted to the target human model HT . However,
C ~R has abnormalities such as flipping, stretching and penetration
caused by the linear interpolation of boundary vertices of C ~R and
inexact correspondences between H0

R and H0
T . To resolve these

abnormalities and generate realistic and natural shapes, we apply
well-known cloth simulation techniques to C ~R . We first update C ~R
by smoothing and performing simple penetration handling to
create a better initial condition for the cloth simulation.

6.1. Smoothing and simple penetration handling

Flipping or stretching usually occurs when a vertex has moved
too far compared to neighbor vertices. Thus, we define a metric on
vC that is similar to the smoothness error in Eq. (1) as follows:

MðvCÞ ¼ ∑
ðvC ;wC ÞAGC

jtðvCÞ�tðwCÞj2; ð5Þ

where tðvCÞ is a translation vector of vC and GC is the edge set of
C ~R . We call vC valid vertex if MðvCÞ is less than a fixed threshold.
The abnormality of C ~R is greatly reduced by smoothing, which
is the process of minimizing ∑vC AC ~R

MðvCÞ with valid vertices as
constraints, as illustrated in Fig. 6.

After smoothing, some vertices of C ~R may move through the
target human model HT , which causes penetration problem. To
solve this problem, we move unconstrained vertices uC towards
the direction of the normal of uC if uC collides with HT during the
smoothing process.

6.2. Cloth simulation

After smoothing and simple penetration handling of C ~R , we
perform cloth simulation with C ~R to yield natural and realistic
shape. We choose a simple mass-spring model with a triangular
mesh [31]. We set the initial length of the tension-spring by the
edge length on CR and the initial length of the cross-spring by
unfolding adjacent triangles and calculating the length between
two vertices that cross a shared edge. We use a high damping
coefficient and small time steps because of the unnatural initial
shape of C ~R . Additionally, we use Volino's contour minimization
method to alleviate penetration during the simulation. The simu-
lation with C ~R is converged and resolves penetration after 5–10
iterations for each benchmark, as illustrated in Fig. 7.

7. Results and analysis

We have implemented our method on a PC with a 3.4 GHz Intel
CPU with 16 GB RAM. We use the CLO 3D program to perform the

Fig. 5. (a) For a given torso coordinate, we calculate the Hi;j coordinate of the cylinder-like Hi;j by minimizing the twist between the torso coordinate and the Hi;j coordinate.
Then, any vertices on Hi;j can be transformed to cylindrical coordinates, where lz is the reference direction. (b) The result of transforming the vertex of the leg from Cartesian
coordinates to cylindrical coordinates.

Fig. 6. The quality of C ~R is greatly improved by smoothing and performing simple
penetration handling (we use green to denote valid vertices and red to denote
penetration handled vertices). (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. The penetration problem is solved during the iterations of the cloth
simulation.
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cloth simulation [32]. To solve Eq. (2) for torso alignment, we use
L-BFGS-B, a quasi-Newtonian solver [33].

As shown in Fig. 8, our method nicely transfers the cloth onto
the target models with different poses and sizes. We transform
the garment model while maintaining the original size as much as
possible, whereas other works [4,6] transform and fit garment
models with uniform scaling. So the transformed garment with
our method to a larger human model is stretched partially, while
maintaining the original size when transferring the garment
model to a smaller human model (See boy in Fig. 8).

Figs. 9–11 show the results of three additional benchmarks. The
model complexity and the computational cost of each substep

are listed in Table 1. The stress map in each figure demonstrates
the stress of the triangle, where the stress is the amount by which
the triangle is stretched or shrunk compared to the initial triangle.
We use the stretch factor proposed by [34], which is defined as
ðjwuj þ jwvjÞ=2, where the function wðu; vÞ is the mapping from
the ðu; vÞ plane coordinates of the rest state to the world coordi-
nates, wu ¼ ∂w=∂u and wv ¼ ∂w=∂v. The color channel describes
the stress of triangles: red color for over-stretched triangles
(140%), green color for original size of triangles (100%), and purple
color for shrunk triangles (60%).

After transferring the garment onto the target model, we have
performed an additional experiment which transfers it back to the

180cm/55kg

91cm/25kg

180cm/133kg 189cm/88kg

155cm/42kg 189cm/150kg

180cm/55kg 91cm/25kg

180cm/133kg 189cm/88kg155cm/42kg

189cm/150kg

Fig. 8. Fitting results from a reference model (box) to various target models. Height and weight of each model are specified.
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original reference model. As shown in Fig. 12, the garment after the
refitting is nearly indistinguishable from that originally worn by the
reference model. It coincides with our expectation because we do not
perform the uniform resizing throughout the process.

Our method have some limitations. First, our method may fail in
some cases; for example, when legs cross inside skirts, the

segmentation on CR could be incorrect. Similarly, the segmentation
may also fail when the garment has excessive wrinkles or is very far
from the skin because our garment segmentation is based on the
proximity between the skin and the garment. Second, we use Volino's
intersection contour minimization method to solve the penetration
problem. This method first computes the total length of an

Fig. 9. Example I: fitting a dress to the larger model. (Top) Reference model and the stress map of the corresponding cloth. (Middle) Segmentation results. (Bottom) Fitting
results onto the target model before (left) and after (middle) abnormality resolution, and the stress map (right) of the cloth. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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intersection contour and then moves the position of the contour
towards the direction that minimizes the total length of the contour
until the length becomes zero. However, this method cannot resolve
the fully penetrated cases (the red hole in Fig. 13) because we cannot
determine which direction reduces the length of the intersection
contour. Though we cannot eliminate all the fully penetrated cases, we
can relax the penetration by smoothing with more valid vertices (the
green vertices in Fig. 13), which guarantees that there are no collision

with the target human model. Finally, our method cannot transform a
garment model, such as socks, that is not supported by the torso.

8. Conclusion

We have proposed an automatic garment fitting system that can
fit a garment model on a reference human model to a target human

Fig. 10. Example II: fitting a shirt and pants to the model in a different pose. (Top) Reference model and the stress map of the corresponding cloth. (Middle) Segmentation
results. (Bottom) Fitting results onto the target model before (left) and after (middle) abnormality resolution, and the stress map (right) of the cloth. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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model without user intervention. Our method can transfer gar-
ments between human models in various poses. By using cloth
simulation techniques, our method yields natural and realistic
fitting results. Our method is efficient and can replace the time-
consuming, labor-intensive manual fitting process that is necessary

for various applications, such as CAD tools, games, animation, and
on-line clothing stores, that use virtual clothes.

There are many avenues for future research. Our main compu-
tational bottleneck is the torso surface fitting between
human models. We believe that we can further improve the

Fig. 11. Example III: fitting a dress to the smaller model. (Top) Reference model and the stress map of the corresponding cloth. (Middle) Segmentation results. (Bottom)
Fitting results onto the target model before (left) and after (middle) abnormality resolution, and the stress map (right) of the cloth. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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performance by utilizing parallel many-core CPUs and GPUs.
Because our method is based on the spatial relationship between
the human model and the garment model, long and wide
skirts cannot be transformed well. We believe that we can resolve
this problem by using semantic segmentation.
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Table 1
Model specification and running time for each benchmark. Seg – segmenting HR , HT and CR , as described in Section 4; Fit – transform CR to C ~R , fit to HT , as described in
Section 5; Res – resolving the abnormality in C ~R to yield the final solution CT , as described in Section 6.
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Fig. 10 3865 7711 9654 19,282 9699 19,518 3.50 2.62 4.95 11.07
Fig. 11 10,461 20,900 3866 7712 4934 9666 4.47 8.66 1.65 14.78

Fig. 12. Refitting a dress back from the target model to the reference model.

Fig. 13. (a) If there are not enough valid vertices (depicted as green dots), smoothing on C ~R results in fully penetrated cases where the penetration cannot be resolved using
Volino's idea. (b) Because valid vertices are collision-free with respect to the human model, we can reduce the number of fully penetrated cases by increasing the number of
valid vertices. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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